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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES

In the Matter of

1-800 CONTACTS, INC.,
a corporation,

Respondent

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DOCKET NO. 9372

NON-PARTY LUXOTTICA RETAIL NORTH AMERICA INC.'S
MOTION FOR IN CAMERA TREATMENT

Pursuant to Rule 3.45 of the Federal Trade Commission's Rules of Practice, 16 C.F.R

$ 3.45(b), non-party Luxottica Retail North America Inc. ("Luxottica") respectfully moves the

Commission for in camera treatment of a competitively-sensitive, confidential business document

(the "Confidential Document" ). Luxottica produced the Confidential Document, along with other

documents, in response to a third-party subpoena issued by the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC")

in the above-captioned matter. The FTC has now notified Luxottica that it intends to introduce four

of these documents into evidence at the administrative trial in this matter, including the Confidential

Document. See Letter from the FTC dated March 3, 2017 (attached as Exhibit A).

The document for which Luxottica is seeking in camera treatment is a confidential business

document, such that if it were to become part of the public record, Luxottica would be significantly

harmed in its ability to compete in the contact lens industry. For the reasons discussed in this

motion, Luxottica requests that the Commission afford the Confidential Document in camera

treatment indefinitely or, in the alternative, for a period of no less than five years. In support of this

motion, Luxottica relies on the Affidavit of Mitch Wessels, Senior Director —Contact Lenses
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("Wessels Declaration" ), attached as Exhibit B, which provides additional details regarding the

Confidential Document.

I. The Document for Which Protection is Sought

Luxottica seeks in camera treatment for the following Confidential Document, a copy of

which is attached as Exhibit C.

II. The Document at Issue is Highly Confidential and Material to Luxottica's Business

In camera treatment of a document is appropriate when its "public disclosure will likely

result in a clearly defined, serious injury to the person, paitnership, or corporation requesting" such

treatment. 16 C.F.R. $ 3.45(b). The proponent demonstrates serious competitive injury by showing

that the documents are secret and that they are material to the business. In re General Foods Corp.,

95 F,T.C. 352, 355 (1980);In re Dura Lube Corp., 1999F.T.C.LEXIS 255, "5 (1999). In this

context, the Commission generally attempts "to protect confidential business information from

unnecessary airing." HP. Hood ck Sons, Inc., 58 F.T.C. 1184, 1188 (1961).

In considering both secrecy and materiality, the Commission analyzes the following factors:

(1) the extent to which the information is known outside of the business; (2) the extent to which it is

known by employees and others involved in the business; (3) the extent of measures taken to guard

the secrecy of the information; (4) the value of the information to the business and its competitors;

(5) the amount of effort or money expended in developing the information; and (6) the ease or

difficulty with which the information could be acquired or duplicated by others, In re Bristol-Myers

Co., 90 F.T.C.455, 456-457 (1977). As discussed in the Wessels Declaration, the Confidential

Document contains a detailed monthly breakdown of Luxottica's contact lens sales in the United
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States from 2007-2016. Wessels Declaration at tt4. Such data is both secret and material to

Luxottica's business and, as set forth below, satisfies the standard for in camera treatment.

The sales data contained in the Confidential Document is not shared with anyone outside of

the Company, aside from its contact lens fulfillment provider, 1-800 Contacts, Inc. ("1-800").

Wessels Declaration at $4. All of Luxottica's contact lens orders are transmitted to 1-800 for

fulfillment, which necessarily includes accompanying sales information. Id. at $4. However, even

then, Luxottica's contractual agreement with 1-800 contains a confidentiality provision that restricts

disclosure of Luxottica's sales data. Id. at tt4. This same level of confidentiality also applies

internally at Luxottica, where only a limited number of employees have access to the sales data and

the rest are only provided access, if at all, on a "need to know" basis. Id. at tt4, For example, only

members of the Contact Lens, Product Planning, Product Buying, IT and Accounting teams have

access to the sales data, all of which need to have access to this data in the ordinary course of their

respective duties. Id. at tt4, Otherwise, the sales data is not divulged outside of this core group and

is the standard practice of Luxottica to maintain the sales data in strict confidentiality. Id, at $4.

Furthermore, as discussed below in Section III, the sales data represents propriety

information that, if it were disclosed publicly, would create a significant competitive advantage to

Luxottica's competitors and suppliers who would not otherwise have access to this data. For

instance, the sales data could be used by competitors to diminish Luxottica's market share and by

suppliers to increase leverage in contract negotiations —both of which amount to a competitive

disadvantage to Luxottica. Id. at tt5. Luxottica spends a significant amount of time and internal

resources on compiling and tracking the sales data, such that it would be highly prejudicial to allow

third parties to gain from these effoits and essentially use the data to Luxottica's detriment. Id. at
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Finally, the Commission has explicitly recognized that sales figures like the ones at issue

here are highly confidential and appropriate for in camera treatment. The Commission in The

Matter ofChampion Spark Plug Company, 1982 LEXIS 85 (April 5, 1982) held the following:

With respect to Group A exhibits, sales volumes for specific product lines never are

publicly disclosed by Tenneco or its competitors. Publication of such data will give

competitors a definite picture of Tenneco's relative size in a particular product line

market which competitors could employ to their advantage. There is ample

support for granting in camera treatment for sales data of a type not normally

disclosed. Id. at *2 (emphasis added).

See also In The Matter ofKaiser Aluminum ck Chemical Corporation, 103 F.T.C.500, 500 (May

25, 1984), where the Commission extended in camera treatment to sales data of a third party,

noting that they were "documents detailing sales of specific lines of refractories and related

products, data regarded as extremely sensitive by both firms."

III. Public Disclosure of the Confidential Document Would Result in Serious Competitive

Injury to Luxottica.

The sales data, in its present form, could be extrapolated by competitors and manufacturers

to achieve a competitive advantage over Luxottica. Wessels Declaration $5, Specifically,

competitors could use this sales data to determine Luxottica's share of the contact lens market in the

United States and, therefore, would be in a significantly stronger position to compete with Luxottica

for advantageous manufacturing and provider agreements. Id. at $5. Additionally, because the

monthly sales data is further broken down by Luxottica's retail brands, competitors can determine

what periods of time Luxottica has historically promoted products and when they may run such

promotions in the future. Id. at $5. Thus, competitors could develop competing promotions or

marketing plans that take market shares and sales away from Luxottica's retail brands. Id. at $5,
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Manufacturers would also stand to benefit if Luxottica's sales data was publicly disclosed,

albeit in a different, but equally damaging way, Luxottica has contractual agreements with various

contact lens manufacturers amongst its several retail brands, all of which contain confidentiality

provisions. Id. at $6. However, the manufacturers know which of their competitors'roducts are

sold at a given Luxottica retail location, or could easily ascertain this information by simply visiting

one of these locations, such as Target Optical, Sears Optical, LensCrafters, or Pearle Vision. Id. at

tt6. Therefore, if the manufacturers know the total sales of a particular Luxottica retail brand and

also know their own sales to that brand, they can potentially determine the differing market shares

of their competitors at a given Luxottica retail brand. Id. at $6. As such, this could potentially put

the manufacturers in a stronger bargaining position when it would come time to renew or restructure

their existing contracts with Luxottica. Id. at $6. For example, if Manufacturer A knows that its

brand accounts for 75% of contact lens sales at a given Luxottica retail brand, this could be used as

leverage to negotiate more favorable contract and pricing terms based on the perceived dependency

of Luxottica on Manufacturer A's products at the specific retail brand.

Finally, Luxottica's status as a third party is relevant to the treatment of its Confidential

Document. The FTC has held that "[t]here can be no question that the confidential records of

businesses involved in Commission proceedings should be protected insofar as possible." HP.

Hood 4 Sons, 58 F.T.C.at 1186. This is especially so in the case of a third-party, which deserves

"special solicitude" in its request for in camera treatment for its confidential business information.

See ICaiser Aluminum ck Chem. Corp., 103 FTC 500, 500 (1984) ("As a policy matter, extensions of

confidential or in camera treatment in appropriate cases involving third party bystanders encourages

cooperation with future adjudicative discovery requests."). As such, Luxottica's third-party status

weighs in favor of granting in camera treatment of the Confidential Document.
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IV. In Camera Treatment of the Confidential Document Will Not Impede Public
Understanding of the Commission's Decision in This Matter

Luxottica recognizes that a "full and open record of the adjudicative proceedings promotes

public understanding of decisions at the Commission." In re Bristol-Myers Co., 90 F.T.C, 455, 458

(1977). However, the sales figures contained within the Confidential Document are in no way

central to the FTC's claims against 1-800 Contacts. Indeed, according to the Case Summary for

this matter on the FTC's website, the FTC alleges that 1-800 Contacts "unlawfully orchestrated a

web of anticompetitive agreements with rival online contact sellers that suppress competition in

certain online search advertising auctions and that restrict truthful and non-misleading internet

advertising to consumers." Adjudication of these claims will not hinge upon Luxottica's contact

lens sales &om 2007-2016 or otherwise be vital to either the FTC's case-in-chief or 1-800
Contacts'efense.

Therefore, in camera treatment of the Confidential Document will not harm the public

interest or detract &om the public understanding of the Commission's decision in this matter. In

other words, as the Commission aptly stated in Eaiser Aluminum ck Chemical Corporation, "[a]

public understanding of this proceeding does not depend on access to these data submitted by these

third party firms." 103 F.T.C.at 500.

V. The Confidential Document Will Remain Sensitive Over Time and, Therefore,
Permanent In Camera Treatment is Justified.

Given the highly sensitive nature of the information contained in the Confidential

Document, Luxottica respectfully requests that it be given in camera treatment indefinitely. The

information contained in the Confidential Dociunent "is likely to remain sensitive or become

more sensitive with the passage of time" such that the need for confidentiality is not likely to

decrease over time. In re Dura Lube Corp., 1999 FTC LEXIS at ~7-8. Indeed, regardless of

how old the sales data is, if it were publicly disclosed then competitors and manufacturers would
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be able to estimate industry-average cost/price increases for each year to arrive at fairly accurate

and current sales data, Wessels Declaration at $7. Therefore, the competitive advantage for

competitors and manufacturers is not likely to decrease over time and permanent in camera

treatment is appropriate. In the alternativ, if the Commission finds that permanent in camera

treatment is not proper here, then Luxottica requests that tn camera treatment be afforded to the

Confidential Document for at least five years.

VI. Conclusion

For the reasons set forth above and in the accompanying Wessels Declaration, Luxottica

respectfully requests that the Commission grant in camera treatment for the Confidential Document

indefinitely or, in the alternative, for a period of not less than five years.

Dated: March 27, 2017

Jason D. Groppe, Assistant General Counsel

Luxottica Retail North America Inc.
4000 Luxottica Place
Mason, Ohio 45040
Phone: 513-765-4319
Email: 'o e luxotticaretail.com

Counsel for Luxottica Retail North America Inc.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES

In the Matter of

1-800 CONTACTS, INC.,
a corporation, DOCKET NO. 9372

Respondent

Upon consideration of Luxottica Retail North America Inc.'s ("Luxottica") Motion for in

camera Treatment, it is HEREBY ORDERED that the following document is provided permanent

in camera treatment from the date of this Order.

ORDERED:

Date:

The Honorable D. Michael Chappell
Administrative Law Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby. certify that on March 27, 2017, I filed the foregoing documents electronically

using the FTC's E-Filing System, which will send notification of such filing to:

Donald S. Clark, Secretary
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Rm. H-113
Washington, DC 20580

The Honorable D, Michael Chappell
Administrative Law Judge
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Rm. H-110
Washington, DC 20580

Dated: March 27, 2017 By:
Jason D. Groppe, Esq.
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